DEFENDER-Europe 20 demonstrates the U.S. military’s ability to quickly deploy a large combat-credible force to support NATO & respond to any crisis.

**Examples of Major Equipment**

- M2: 135
- M1 Abrams: 85
- M113 MED: 35
- M109 Paladin: 30
- HIMARS: 15
- M120: 15
- M113: 10

**Draw**

13,000

**Pieces of Prepositioned Equipment**

**Strategic Assets**

Most units deploying for DEFENDER-Europe 20 will bring their own equipment, while several will draw from Army Prepositioned Stock. In preparation, logisticians will draw equipment from various storage sites and move it via rail, line haul or convoy to training areas. Service members will then be issued the APS equipment to use in their training. APS sites are strategically located to ensure the U.S. military can be in the right place at the right time in case of a crisis.

**Linked Exercises**

- Saber Strike
- Allied Spirit XI
- Dynamic Front
- Joint Warfighting Assessment 2020
- Swift Response
- Trojan Footprint

For more information visit [www.eur.army.mil/defenderEurope](http://www.eur.army.mil/defenderEurope)